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President‘s Message
Dear Westchester Licensed Master Plumber:
Our committee members attended a meeting with Con Edison officials on February 06, 2019 to
further discuss the program. There is a full report and a proposed start date included within this
newsletter. Con Edison is disappointed with the participation of County plumbers. We continue
to have to cancel training sessions and test dates. It is mind boggling that persons have started
the process but not completed it. This program will be enforced. At this point we should have at
least three times as many people enrolled as we do now. Con Edison has proposed expanding
the situations when this operator qualification will be required.
The other hot button topic is the natural gas embargo that has been thrust upon us. There is a
Con Edison statement and IMPW comment in this issue. By the time you read this there will
have been two public hearings. We will have attempted to reach you with the information and
urged you to voice your opinion. If no one hears from you do not exist. You, your family, and
your friends all need to call or write and express that our politicians and regulators must be
more responsible.
The next membership meeting is scheduled for Thursday, February 28th at The Cabin Restaurant
at 6:30pm. See you all then!
Sincerely,
Anthony Schiavo, President
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Con Edison announces moratorium on any installation
of new gas service in Westchester County

This issue is HUGE! It’s impact will effect
you more than the journeyman rule ever
did. We will be taking action. What about
you?

Come to the meeting for up to the minute details.
Join the IMPW TODAY (impw.net)

SPONSORSHIPS FOR 2019 AVAILABLE!
Contact: Karen Dimitriou, Executive Director
KAREN.DIMITRIOU@GMAIL.COM
914-287-IMPW
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Con Edison Gas Embargo
Statement from Con Edison Re: Moratorium Embargo on New Gas
Connections in Westchester
The demand for natural gas in our service area has been experiencing
significant growth primarily due to the construction of new buildings, the
opening of new businesses, and conversions from oil to cleaner-burning
natural gas in existing buildings. But all of this new demand for gas is reaching
the limits of the current supplies to our service area.
As a result, and to maintain reliable service to our existing natural gas
customers on the coldest days, we will no longer be accepting applications for
natural gas connections from new customers in most of our Westchester
County service area beginning March 15, 2019. There are some areas in the
northernmost sections of the county where we have more capacity and may
still be able to accept new customers. Existing customers are not affected by
the moratorium.
We are developing additional programs through our Smart Solutions proposals
to the NY Public Service Commission, and are working closely with NYSERDA,
which offers incentive programs for clean energy solutions. Heat pumps, solar
thermal and baseboard electric heating are among the alternative solutions
that can meet some or all of our customers’ heating needs.
For more information, customers can call visit our website at
conEd.com/NaturalGasMoratorium or contact us at 1-800-643-1289.
IMPW COMMENTS
We are calling it an embargo (a legal prohibition on commerce) versus a moratorium
(stopping of an activity for an agreed amount of time) because there is no definitive plan to
correct it. This situation did not creep up overnight, our elected leaders have failed us.
Unelected bureaucrats are now picking winners and losers. It is inconceivable that we can
export natural gas to other countries and can not supply our County. This action will change
the way we do work forever. Once structures are built without gas they will most likely
never convert to a gas system in the future. Most of the proposed alternatives to gas are
high efficient electric sources. How about providing money to replace every existing gas
appliance with a higher efficiency model? Last time we checked electricity is also in short
supply around here. Since the plan is to close down Indian Point what will be the new
source of the “low cost” electrical supply that will replace it? Will it be solar panels from
Buffalo or giant wind turbines located in the sound? We already pay the highest taxes in the
nation and close to the highest electric rates. What's next?
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Con Edison Gas Embargo
What you need to do by February 27, 2019
1.

Con Edison will accept new cases until March 15, 2019
If you have a job get the case in. If you are considering a job get the case in.
Cases will be accepted and the owner will have two years to complete the work
Your case will not be cancelled if you meet the milestones.
They have stated that residential emergency gas generators will still be
permitted. You must have or upgrade to an AMI gas meter.

2.

Send in your comments stating that this condition is not acceptable and
needs to be reversed now. For those of you who did not attend the public
forums there are several other ways to voice your comments to the
commission. Please use all of the following methods. Your voice must be heard.
For all comments please reference Case 17-G-0606
Via email: secretary@dps.ny.gov
Via Mail: Hon. Kathleen Burgess,
Secretary of the New York State Public Service Commission.
Three Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223-1350
Via telephone: (800)335-2120 ( please be polite but firm)
Refer to “Con Edison Moratorium”
Please make the following points:
This is an artificial moratorium that is politically motivated and is a socially
unjust policy. Unelected bureaucrats are wielding power to create an
artificial shortage to advance a political agenda. Why are there no
incentives provided to increase gas efficiency for existing customers? The
new process is artificially picking winners and losers and creates a climate
that is ripe for corruption. Your policies are requiring people to obtain permission
to open a business that needs gas and telling a homeowner they may only be
able to maintain gas usage at their current level if they sell or renovate. Westchester
residents already pay the highest real estate taxes in the nation. Our electric rates are
also very high. We should not be the guinea pigs for alternate fuels whose
infrastructures are not in place or not affordable by the average Westchester resident.
This embargo can not end until approval is granted to install a new transmission pipeline.
It is incredible that we are exporting gas and you have made the decision to not allow it
to be “imported” to Westchester. Please do your job and take the required actions
necessary to bring more safe and economical gas to Westchester.
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GAS OPERATOR QUALIFICATION UPDATES
Con Edison meets with industry to
finalize the Operator Qualification process
On Wednesday, February 6, 2019, the DOT OQ Committee met with Con Edison to finalize
the details of this program. Con Edison provided a drafted drawing and proposed Yellow
Book changes for review. The IMPW committee is currently working on providing
comments, questions and concerns. Some of the sketches also applied to buried gas piping
operator qualifications. Some of the highlights of the meeting were:
•
•
•

Red tag changes have been completed and have a requirement for OQ.
Announced a new start date for the enforcement of the program.
A website with a list of qualified companies to be posted for your customers to
reference when they need a gas repair.

April 15, 2019 *
Proposed new start date for enforcement
Based on the presentation we were given, enforcement will be absolute. If you
do not have the proper qualifications your job will not start. If you are caught
without the proper qualifications your job will end and your customer will not
be afforded service.
Don’t put yourself in a position where Con Edison refuses to reestablish gas to
your customers building because you are not DOT Gas Operator Qualified.
We understand that Westchester plumbers are still in shock over Con Edison’s
decision to embargo the installation of new gas services within Westchester
County. At this time, there is nothing you can do about this other than make
sure that you obtain these qualifications so that you can continue to work on
existing piping systems. At this time we do not know the exact extent of the
embargo. Questions such as,” can you add load to an existing service?”, are
still unanswered? We do know for sure that any time a service is shut for leaks
or upgrades only people that are DOT Interior gas pipe operator qualified will
be permitted to make the repairs and satisfy the requirements to have the gas
reestablished.
* If this date is moved again it will not be because plumbers have not become qualified.
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GAS OPERATOR QUALIFICATION UPDATES
Why didn’t enforcement start on January 01, 2019?
Presently, there are less than 30 candidates that have completed all of the
steps and obtained Operator Qualification. There are more than 150 other
candidates that have started but did not complete the process. What step are
you on?
Those of you who are fully qualified by April 15, 2019 should be very busy.
Please be advised that we only schedule training and testing when the
minimum amount of required candidates are enrolled. You are considered
enrolled when your paperwork is accepted and you have paid in full. The
entire qualification can be completed within a 4-6, or fewer, weeks if there is
an adequate demand. However, that demand does not exist at this time and
we cannot guarantee that you will be able to be qualified ahead of the
proposed start date. Con Edison is aware that we have made this program
available and that every Westchester plumber has had the opportunity to
obtain this qualification. The bottom line is if you are not qualified, you have
no one to blame but yourself.
REMINDER - BELOW ARE THE STEPS TO OBTAIN DOT INTERIOR GAS
OPERATOR QUALIFICATION:
•
•
•

Obtain required training.
Pass a written (minimum score 80) and practical test (pass/fail).
Enroll in an approved Drug and Alcohol monitoring program.

(continued on pg. 6)
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Obtaining this qualification is achieved in three simple steps:
Step 1: Training
If you have not started the process yet:
The next tentative Training date is Thursday, February 28, 2019 *
*Training space is limited and offered on a first come first paid basis.
Step 2: Testing
If you have trained you need to test.
If you failed a part of the test you need to re-test.
Testing space is limited.
We will send testing applications to all persons who have completed Step 1
Training.
The next scheduled Testing date at the Con Edison Learning Center in Long
Island City is Tuesday, March 5, 2019 *
*You must have attended a TRAINING session to qualify for TESTING.
TESTING space is limited and offered on a first come first paid basis.
Step 3: Drug and Alcohol Compliance Program
If you have tested you need the third step.
The Drug and Alcohol Policy applications are available.
We will send D/A compliance applications to all persons who have completed
Step 2 Testing.
NOTE: We only schedule training and testing when an adequate number of
persons have registered.

INDEPENDENT MASTER PLUMBERS
OF WESTCHESTER
IMPW
P. O. Box 326
Tuckahoe, NY 10707

FIRST
CLASS

Phone: 914-287-IMPW
Email:
karen.dimitriou@gmail.com
_________________________________

IMPW
Quality Plumbing Safely Done
+ Fair Competition
= Free Enterprise

General Disclaimer Statement
This information provided in this newsletter is to be used only to educate businesses
and the general public on plumbing and related construction issues that may aﬀect their
daily business or personal lives.
All opinions expressed herein are those of the individual IMPW newsletter or its editors.
The IMPW does not guarantee the accuracy or the correctness of advertising articles or
references to information sources herein, nor does the IMPW intend to endorse, rate or
otherwise oﬃcially comment on products available.
Therefore, the readers are
cautioned to rely on information contained herein at their own risk.
All information that is available to you through this newsletter is provided “as is”
without warranty or condition of any kind, either express or implied, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose.
The information contained in this newsletter is believed to be correct and accurate.
However, the IMPW cannot and will not assume responsibility for the consequences of
errors contained in the articles or misapplication of any information provided.
IMPW expressly disclaims any liability for any special, incidental or consequential
damages, including without limitation, lost revenues, or lost profits, resulting from the
use or misuse of the information contained in this newsletter.

Meeting Information

NEXT IMPW MEETING:
SPONSORED BY:
CPR RESTORATION
Date: THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2019
Time:
6:30pm
Where:
The Cabin Restaurant

Additional parking at gas station and bank

